The present paper is devoted to the problem of parameter estimation of the intensity function Aa where /(0s) is the Fisherinformation, g{e}:..r1/(0,J), J standingfor the unit matrix, and the infimum is taken over all the estimat"r ä, b*"d on the first n observations. Note that the supremum in this inequality is taken over all the members P["),0 e {0:10 -0ol< 6} of the originalfamily p [d,0 eO. It is also known that the maximum likelihood estimators usually are not robust, so if we take the supremum over a class of distributions, then LAM could be some other estimators. P.W. Millar [6][7] has shown, using the theory of L. LeCam [4], that for some "natural" neighbourhoods {Pj"), h € N"} of the true distribution P[? "similar bound also exists, i.e., cToo n*oo An ä€^&"
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estimator (MDE) Our proof consists of verifying the conditions (3.2), (3.4) and (3.5) of Theorem 3.6 in Millar [7] , which we shall carry out below.
The differetce (n(0,t) -€"(00,t) : L(00,t) -L(0,t) is a deterministic function, so the condition (3.2) follows immediately from our condition I. The same argument shows that the condition (3.5) coincides with our condition D.
We denote by I the Skorohod space of real functions on f/, which are left continuous and possess right-hand limits at every point. The notions "left" and "right" used here are defined through the semiordering of the points in the unit cube. Let 9a denote the o-algebra of Borel sets in 9. The ra,ndom process ,=,ne.1l,o,ty= hi tor(f0,4) -r(oo,r)l , te rr, converges weakly in (9,9a) to the Gaussian process W(t) , t e U . The proof of this fact is contained, for example, in the proof of Theorem 3 in [3] .
From the definition of the operators 7-r a^nd zr it follows that the estimator 0l is asymptotically normal, i.e., where -?eo{'fr,O; -0o)} + rf (o,o (00) Iulrrrrr,»L@o,t)'
To prove the LAM property of the MDE 0; we first introduce a minimax-type lower bound on the risk function of a^n arbitrary estimator and then show that it is attained by the risk of the MDE.
We first introduce some additional notation:
A,( h,B)-A oo(B) + +" lroU)Aao @,t), , B € 9a,,
rh(t): t ä(r)Aao (dr). J1o,tl In the definition of äo it is also possible to suppose that the inequality Ln(h,B) > 0 holds for sufficiently large n.
Define Ln(h,t): A, (t,[0,4 
g(*) S C exp{-ror} where g {e} -.,,f/ (0, "p, ))
.
